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Perhaps a greater tragedy than a broken dream is a life forever defined by it.” – Sheridan Voysey

Your dream might be over, but your life isn’t. Embrace your broken dream as a chance for a new beginning and seeYour dream might be over, but your life isn’t. Embrace your broken dream as a chance for a new beginning and see

how a “Resurrection Year” can restore your soul.how a “Resurrection Year” can restore your soul.  

Voysey chronicles their return to life. From the streets of Rome to the Basilicas of Paris, from the Alps of

Switzerland to their new home in Oxford, they begin the healing process while wrestling with their doubts about

God’s goodness. One part spiritual memoir and one part love story, Resurrection Year is an honest, heart-felt book

about recovering from broken dreams and reconciling with a God who is sometimes silent but never absent. 

A hope-filled story about starting again after a dream has died?an emotive, poetic, and at times humorous discoveryA hope-filled story about starting again after a dream has died?an emotive, poetic, and at times humorous discovery

of the healing qualities of beauty, play, friendship, and love.of the healing qualities of beauty, play, friendship, and love.

 “Some dreams come true, but others die a painful death. We can learn from both. In Resurrection Year, Sheridan

Voysey writes from experience–there is life after the death of a dream. Your dream may be different, but the road to

resurrection will be similar. I highly recommend it.” - Gary Chapman, author of The Five Love Languages
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